
Reading Group Questions
 from



What are your favourite creatures and why?

What are your least favourite creatures and why?

Do you know any unusual animal facts? If not, see what you can find out
and share your favourites.

In the story, Ivy and Nathaniel feel frustrated that they can’t do much to
help save the world. What do you think children can do to help the
planet? What small things could you introduce into your daily life?

Emma Shevah got the idea for Ivy’s animal communication after
watching a short film about animal communicator Anna Breytenbach and
a leopard called Diablo. Do you think humans really can communicate
with animals? 

Neurodiverse people may act in a different way to other people. Autism
is not an illness or a disease – it just means your brain works a bit
differently. Autism is different for everyone. With Nathaniel, he finds it
hard to make friends: he doesn’t understand sarcasm or jokes; he likes
people to be direct and clear; he feels very uncomfortable in certain
situations and with certain noises, visuals, smells and sensations; he finds
eye contact uncomfortable, and he likes order and routine. How might
you feel if people weren’t nice to you because your brain worked
differently? If Nathaniel was your friend, how might you make him feel
at ease?

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvwHHMEDdT0


There are lots of suggestions at the back of the book for ways you can
help the planet. Which would you find easiest to do and why? Do you do
any of them and if not, would you be willing to try any of them?

 Ivy’s animal action uniform is a huge white shirt, soft shorts and red
wellies. What else might be useful to add in order to help animals in
need?

Discover more teaching resources for 
How to Save the World with a Chicken

and an Egg 
at bit.ly/emma-shevah



Creative Writing Tasks
 from



A swarm of bees: A ________ of bees
A pack of dogs: A __________ of dogs
A school of fish: A __________of fish
A smack of jellyfish: A ________of jellyfish
A troop of kangaroos: A ________ of kangaroos

blue eyes?
green eyes?
brown eyes? 

1. Ivy thinks some collective nouns like a crash of rhinos and a shiver of
sharks make total sense, but that a bask of crocodiles is wrong and it
should be a lurk lunge crunch or a snap wallop arrrgggh or ‘something
more realistic’ (page 51). Think of more onomatopoeic collective nouns for
the following creatures: 

2. Nathaniel imagines swimming with his grandmother in ‘a clear, green
ocean full of turtles’ (page 108). Imagine you are swimming with turtles in
a clear, green sea and describe what that might be like. Make it as
descriptive as possible so your reader knows how it feels, what you can
see, how it feels to be with the turtles and what you can see, hear and
sense on the shore and in the air above you.

3. Ivy describes Jeremy’s eyes as ‘pale and grey as a January puddle’
(page 171). How might you similarly describe:

1.
2.
3.



The wind was howling like …. 
Fog covered the landscape and, in the distance, I saw …
Suddenly ...  
My hair stood on end as…
Behind me, I could see …
The silence of the night ...
The pounding of the surf ...
The harrowing cry of a …
Shadows danced on the pavement ...
The cannons stood like …
I could feel my heart hammering like a ...
I could hear the faint sound of …

4. Write about Ivy from Rufus’s point of view. What is she like as a pet
owner?

5. Write a spooky story or paragraph about being on Gun Hill at night.
What can you see, hear and smell, and how does it feel to be there? Try
to make it as tense as possible by writing in short sentences, including the
weather (pathetic fallacy) and using language dramatic verbs.

6. Nathaniel’s beach hut is called ‘Sea and Land.’ If you had a beach hut
of your own, how would you decorate it and what would you put in it?
What food would you keep there? 



7. Imagine you are looking at (or that you are one of) the baby turtles
hatching on the beach. How does it feel to hatch from the egg and race
to the sea, or to watch it? Be as descriptive as you can.

8. Nathaniel makes a poster to slow motorists down near hedgehog
crossings (page 295). Either make a poster for this, or make another one
that raises awareness of either:
        – creatures in danger
        – ways to help the planet.

9. Write a newspaper article, a blog post or a letter to someone about
the turtle eggs on the beach. If you’d prefer, you could create a podcast
or a televised news report for TV.

10. Write the dialogue of a conversation between you and an animal.
What would you talk about? What would they have to say? What
bothers them and what would they like humans to do for them?

Discover more teaching
resources for 

How to Save the World with
a Chicken and an Egg 

at bit.ly/emma-shevah



Why do we need to
save water?

 from
Lesson content



How much of our planet is water? You can answer in a percentage or
fraction.        
Why might there be more water in the UK than in other countries?
Name two reasons.
What percentage of the water on earth is usable?
How many litres of water does each person in the UK use per day?
Can we desalinate (take the salt out of) sea water?

Why do we need to save water?

There’s lots of it! Can’t we just go and get more if we’re running low?
What’s the big deal? 

Good question. Water is an essential part of life. Humans need it, plants
need it and animals need it. Thanks to the water cycle it’s constantly
being recycled by clever Mother Nature, and because we only have a
finite source, the same water has been recycled for millions of years. This
means the water you are drinking, washing in and cooking in has more
than likely come into contact with penguins, dinosaurs, turtles, William
Shakespeare, Mozart and the cute doggy down the road. 

Watch a Met Office video on the water cycle here.

Flash quiz!

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

https://youtu.be/zBnKgwnn7i4


Yes, there’s lots of it: 71% of our planet is water, which is two-thirds.
The UK is an island, so it seems unlikely that we would ever run out.
And yes, it’s often raining in the UK. Flooding, even. 
Only 0.3% of the earth’s water is usable to us. The rest is in the
atmosphere, the soil, the seas, and frozen in icecaps. 70% of the 0.3%
we can use goes on growing food and raising animals. That leaves
30% of the 0.3% for seven billion people to use. 
Each person in the UK uses around 149 litres of water per day. In a
family of two around 276 litres are used; in a family of three, 367
litres; in a family of four 450 litres; in a family of five 523 litres; and in
a family of six, 592 litres. 
Yes, but desalination of sea water requires a huge amount of energy
and has an environmental impact. If we remove sea water, we are
also taking away the natural habitat of marine creatures and
organisms. 

Water supplies are often contaminated. This further limits the amount
of water available for human consumption.

Answers

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

'Water, water, everywhere nor any drop to drink.' 
(From Rime of the Ancient Mariner by Samuel Taylor Coleridge)

So, why do we have so little available water?



When rain falls, nearly 50% either returns to the atmosphere through
evaporation or is used by trees and plants. The rest is available in
surface water or ground water.

Every day, about 321 billion gallons of surface water is used by
humans. Roughly 77 billion gallons of groundwater are used each
day. We use a LOT of water.

The UK receives less rainfall than you think: South East England
receives less than the rest of the UK, and even then, London has less
than Rome, Sydney, Miami and Barcelona.

Hotter summers means more water evaporates into the atmosphere
and there is less on the ground. Heatwaves mean the need for water
rises dramatically. This is predicted to happen more and more with
climate change.

Irregular rainfall makes it difficult to plan for water availability and
droughts. 

Global warming 

Whether it’s due to climate change or cyclical changes to the planet, one
thing is certain: summers are getting drier.



Tree planting is a vital step in combating climate change, but
increasing the number of trees also means increased demand for
water. If we don’t start using less water, we won’t be able to plant
and care for the trees that we desperately need to help combat
negative climate change.

Climate change means there are increases in sudden heavy
downpours. Lakes, rivers and reservoirs cannot cope with these
downpours, and burst their banks. This leads to essential water being
lost, and causes structural and environmental damage. There are also
more flash floods, as paving over driveways, building car parks and
the need for more housing as the population grows means that there
is less open earth to soak the water up.

A growing population means the demand for water is higher than
ever, and will continue to rise.

Water is used to create energy. Water needs to be pumped, treated
and cleaned before it can be used again. This is costly and uses
energy, which needs water.

The available fresh water can’t be turned around quick enough for
the increasing demands. The infrastructure and processes of getting
water are at unsustainable levels. There could be serious water
shortages by 2050. This means not enough water for people,
businesses, farmers, wildlife and the environment. 



Having shorter showers decreases the energy needed to heat water.
Challenge yourself to take a shower in four minutes or less. Switching
off the water to shampoo and turning it back on to rinse can help you
stick to this.

Use an efficient shower head – there are some initiatives offering
these for free (depending on your area). 

Sort out dripping taps! If we decrease our consumption from 140
litres a day to 100 litres a day, there will be enough water for an
additional 20 million people by 2050.

Report any leaks and burst pipes as soon as you can. Water
companies are helping too: they are committed to fixing leaks.

Don’t turn taps on fully and switch them off when they aren’t needed
(i.e. when you're brushing your teeth).

Choose appliances that are water efficient.

If you use a dual flush toilet, use the half flush when you can.

Arrgghhh! What can we do?



Put a lid on pots and pans: this can conserve 60% less energy.

Eat less meat: more water is needed for animal production than plant
production.

Put a plug in the sink.

Buy a bowl for the kitchen sink and use the water for plants and the
grass.

Water from baths, showers, washing machines, dishwashers and
sinks amounts to 50 – 80% of household waste water (also known as
‘greywater’). This can be used on plants and lawns, but avoid using it
for vegetables and fruit.

If you rinse out milk or juice bottles before recycling, use the water
for your plants or grass.

Get out the bucket and sponge for car washing.

Let the lawn go brown once in a while.

Choose plants suitable for dry conditions.

 
Discover more teaching resources for 

How to Save the World with a Chicken and an Egg 
at bit.ly/emma-shevah

 


